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Abstract

This paper presents a new technique for automatically generating test data. The technique is based

on mutation analysis and creates test data that approximates relative-adequacy. The technique is a

fault-based technique that uses algebraic constraints to describe test cases designed to �nd particular

types of faults. A set of tools, collectively called Godzilla, has been implemented that automatically

generates constraints and solves them to create test cases for unit and module testing. Godzilla has been

integrated with the Mothra testing system and has been used as an e�ective way to generate test data

that kills program mutants.

The paper includes an initial list of constraints and discusses some of the problems that have been

solved to develop the complete implementation of the technique.

Index Terms| Mothra, constraints, fault-based testing, mutation analysis, software testing, test data gen-
eration.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Software testing is the primary method by which testers establish con�dence in the correctness of software.
This con�dence is ordinarily established by executing the software on test data chosen by some systematic
testing procedure. In recent years, the phrase \fault-based testing" has been applied to techniques that choose
test data that attempt to show the presence (or absence) of speci�c faults during unit testing. Techniques
have been developed that determine whether test data can detect speci�c faults (i.e., mutation analysis [12]),
and the theoretical properties of fault-based testing have been explored [5, 27]. One of the most di�cult
and expensive parts of applying these techniques has been the actual generation of test data|which has
traditionally been done by hand. The work described in this paper represents what we believe to be the �rst
attempt to automatically generate test data that meet the fault-based testing criteria.

This technique is expected to be applied in a structured way. In the worst case, the algorithms described
below use space proportional to the square of the number of variable references. The underlying algorithms
are NP complete or worse. In order to make the algorithms feasible, a divide and conquer strategy based
on program structure is required. When applied during unit testing, the cost of test data generation is
reasonable. Tests of large systems can be composed from tests of smaller subsystems and functions if the
system structure admits, for example a hierarchical decomposition. Tests of large, monolithic software
systems are probably intractable. We consider a program unit to be a subroutine, function, or (relatively)
small collection of related subroutines and functions. Throughout this paper, we use the term program
interchangeably with program unit.

We begin by highlighting some of the major theoretical results in software testing to put the current work
in perspective. Except for this introductory section, the discussion is informal and we present results in an
intuitive, descriptive manner. This paper describes a testing technique that is practical, general-purpose,
and most importantly, has been completely automated.

1.1 Background

We use the following notation and assumptions. First, we assume that all programs satisfy functional
speci�cations. If P is a program, then P (t) denotes the value of the function computed by P at the point
t. The set of all points at which P de�nes a de�nite value is the domain of P . The letter D is usually used
to denote domain of a program. Much of the previous work in software testing has been based on test case
reliability as de�ned by Howden:

De�nition.[20] If P is a program to implement function F on domain D, then a test set T � D is reliable
for P and F if 8 t 2 T , P (t) = F (t) ) 8 t 2 D, P (t) = F (t).

That is, successful execution of a reliable test set implies that the program is correct on all inputs.
Although Howden went on to show that �nite reliable test sets exist [20], he also showed that there is no
e�ective procedure for generating reliable test sets of �nite size. An alternative testing criteria that has been
proposed is that of test case adequacy:

De�nition.[5, 12] If P is a program to implement function F on domainD, then a test set T � D is adequate
for P and F if 8 programs Q, if Q(D) 6= F (D) ) 9t 2 T such that Q(t) 6= F (t).

That is, a test set is adequate if it causes all incorrect versions of the program to fail to execute
successfully. Adequacy requires that our test set detect faults rather than show correctness, making test
data adequacy a more intuitively appealing de�nition. Unfortunately, Budd and Angluin [5] show that there
is no e�ective procedure for either generating adequate test sets or for detecting that a given test set is
adequate. The practical problem with adequacy is that we are, in e�ect, asking that test cases distinguish
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a correct program from all possible incorrect programs, which is of course undecidable.

DeMillo, Lipton and Sayward [12] proposed reducing the number of incorrect programs considered by
distinguishing correct programs from programs that are \almost" correct. This approach is called relative

adequacy or, more commonly,mutation adequacy:

De�nition.[12] If P is a program to implement function F on domain D and � is a �nite collection of
programs, then a test set T � D is adequate for P relative to � if 8 programs Q 2 �, if Q(D) 6= F (D) )
9t 2 T such that Q(t) 6= F (t).

In other words, a relative adequate test set causes a speci�c, �nite number of incorrect versions of
the program to fail. An intuitive rationale for this restriction is the \competent programmer assumption"
[12]. The competent programmer assumption states that although programmers do not necessarily produce
programs that are correct, i.e., programs with bugs. Although such programs may fail on certain inputs,
they will work correctly for most inputs. In their paper, Budd and Angluin [5] de�ne two related terms and
explore their theoretical distinctions:

De�nition.[5] A procedure A(P; T ) is an acceptor if it returns TRUE if T is adequate for P relative to the
set �, and FALSE otherwise.

De�nition.[5] A procedure G(P ) is a generator if it produces a test set T that is adequate for P relative to
�.

Budd and Angluin show that computable acceptors and generators for adequate test sets do not
necessarily exist, and even more discouraging, that �nite adequate test sets do not always exist. On the
other hand, �nite relative adequate test sets do exist. Unfortunately, we cannot always �nd procedures for
generating and accepting relative adequate test sets.

The above results are useful in a variety of ways. Most importantly, they tell us what we can and
cannot gain from testing. Speci�cally, we cannot in general show correctness through testing. Neither can
we generate reliable or adequate test sets. On the other hand, relative adequate test sets do exist, and in
this paper we present a technique to generate test sets that approximate relative adequacy. A key point to
note when comparing reliability with adequacy is the information one gets when no faults are found. When
no faults are found using reliability based techniques, the tester is left wondering whether the program is
correct or if there are faults that have not yet been discovered. Adequacy-based techniques, on the other
hand, leave a tester with the knowledge that certain faults are de�nitely not in the program. In addition,
relative adequacy allows us to weaken the concept of adequacy in a way that leaves us with practical ways
to measure the quality of the test data. We know of no such theoretical way to weaken reliability.

1.2 Generating Adequate Test Sets

In the past decade several acceptors for relative-adequate test sets have been implemented in the form of
mutation analysis systems. Early systems included PIMS [12] and EXPER [1]. The most recent mutation
analysis system is the Mothra testing system [11]. These systems have all created the incorrect programs
in � by applying mutation operators to the test program. Each program in � is referred to as a mutant of
the original program. Mutation systems carry out an interactive dialogue with the tester to �nd test data
that executes correctly on the original program and that causes each mutant program to fail. Test data that
causes a mutant program to fail is said to kill the mutant.

Generating relative-adequate test sets is a very labor-intensive task. To generate relative-adequate
test sets, a tester has been forced to interact with a mutation system by exhaustively examining the remaining
live mutants and hand-designing tests to kill them. In this paper, we describe an automated technique for
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producing test data. Speci�cally, we describe a technique for producing test data that approximates relative-
adequacy|in Budd and Angluin's terms, a generator. The technique has been fully implemented in a tool
called the Godzilla Test Data Generator that is integrated with the Mothra software testing system.

Our strategy is to represent the conditions under which mutant programs will die as simple algebraic
constraints on the tests and to automatically generate data to satisfy the constraints. We call this approach
constraint-based testing (CBT). CBT is an approximation technique. Godzilla generates test data that is
approximately relative-adequate, and all claims in this paper are meant to be taken with this approximation
in mind. By using Godzilla's test data in a mutation system, however, we can measure the extent of the
approximation by the number of mutants killed. This will tell us exactly how close the test data is to being
relative-adequate.

The work described here is part of the Mothra Software Test Environment Project [15]. We have
implemented constraint-based testing in a tool called Godzilla, which is integrated with Version 1.2 of the
Mothra Software Testing environment. Figure 1 shows the basic menu structure of Godzilla as used in
Mothra. Throughout this paper we elaborate on the functional capabilities of Godzilla that are shown in
Figure 1. At the same time, we present a rationale for CBT in terms of mutation analysis, since the two
methods share a common underlying theoretical basis.

Mothra is the �rst product of a multi-institutional software testing research group. The ultimate goal
of this research group is to completely automate the testing and measurement process so that when a correct
program is submitted for testing, an adequate test set is produced as evidence of correctness without human
intervention [6]. In this ideal system, when an incorrect program is submitted to the test environment the
tester would be provided|again, without human intervention|tests on which the program fails and a list
of possible faults and their locations in forms suitable for input to a debugging tool. Although this goal may
not be realizable, a system that is as close to this goal as possible could signi�cantly improve the state of
practice in software testing.

1.3 Overview of Mutation Testing

Mutation analysis is a fault-based testing method that measures the adequacy of a set of externally created
test cases [12, 14, 15]. In practice, a tester interacts with an automated mutation system to determine and
improve the adequacy of a test data set. This is done by forcing the tester to test for speci�c types of
faults. These faults are represented as simple syntactic changes to the test program1 that produce mutant
programs. For example, consider the function MAX shown in Figure 2 that returns the larger of its two
integer inputs. The lines preceded by a \�" represent mutants of the corresponding line in the test program.
Note that each of the four mutants in Figure 2 represents a separate program.

Mothra uses twenty-two mutation operators for testing Fortran programs and over seventy for testing
C programs. These operators are designed to represent common mistakes that a programmer might make.
These particular mutation operators [25] represent more than 10 years of re�nement through several mutation
systems. These operators explicitly require that the test data meet statement and branch coverage criteria,
extremal values criteria, domain perturbation, and they also directly model many types of faults. The goal
of the tester during mutation analysis is to create test cases that di�erentiate each mutant program from the
original program by causing the mutant to produce di�erent output. When the output of a mutant program
di�ers from the original program on some input, that mutant is considered dead and is not executed against
subsequent test cases. A test case set that kills all mutants is adequate relative to those mutants. This
allows mutation analysis to indicate how well the program has been tested though an adequacy score, or
mutation score (formally de�ned in Section 5).

1Since software testing is often concerned with arbitrary subprograms as well as main programs, we use the term \program"
to include programs, subroutines and functions.
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Figure 1: X Interface to Mothra and Godzilla

FUNCTION MAX (M,N)
1 MAX = M
� MAX = N

� MAX = ABS (M)
2 IF (N .GT. M) MAX = N
� IF (N .LT. M) MAX = N
� IF (N .GE. M) MAX = N
3 RETURN

Figure 2: Function MAX
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The ideas behind mutation analysis may be clari�ed by looking at the process followed during mutation
analysis. Upon adding a new test case to the mutation system, the test case is �rst executed against the
original version of the test program to generate the expected output for that test case. An oracle (usually
a human tester) is then asked to examine the output; if the output is incorrect, the program should be
corrected and the mutation process restarted, otherwise each live mutant is executed against the new test
case. The output of the mutant program is compared to the expected output; mutants are killed if their
output does not match that of the original and remain alive if they do.

After all mutants have been executed, the tester is left with two kinds of information. The proportion
of the mutants that die indicates how well the program has been tested. The live mutants indicate inade-
quacies in the current test set (and potential faults in the program). The tester must add additional test
cases to kill the remaining live mutants. The process of adding test cases, examining expected output, and
executing mutants continues until the tester is satis�ed with the number of dead mutants.

The expected output examination is an important step in this process that is often lost in descriptions
of mutation testing. This is the point at which the tester �nds errors during mutation testing. If a fault
exists in the test program, there will usually be one or more mutants that can only be killed by a test case
that also causes the fault to result in a failure. Oftentimes the faults that are revealed in this way are quite
complex and are related in subtle ways to the mutant that the tester was trying to kill.

It is generally impossible to kill all mutants of a program because some changes have no e�ect on
the functional behavior of the program. The last mutant shown of MAX is a mutant that is functionally
equivalent to the original program. Since equivalent mutants always produce the same output as the original
program, they can never be killed. In current mutation systems, equivalent mutants are recognized by human
examination or by relatively primitive heuristics [2, 10]. In fact, a complete solution to the equivalence
problem is not possible [5]. Recognizing equivalent mutants and creating test cases have been the two most
human-intensive and therefore the most expensive actions within previous mutation systems. Reducing the
amount of human interaction necessary to perform mutation is a major goal of constraint-based testing.

2 KILLING MUTANTS

Generating test data, with or without a mutation system, is a di�cult task that poses complex problems.
Practical test data generation techniques attempt to choose a subset of the input space according to some
testing criteria. The assumption behind any criteria for generating test data is that the subset of inputs
chosen will �nd a large portion of the faults in the program as well as help the tester establish some con�dence
in the software. Test cases that score well on a mutation system will have just those properties because the
test data is close to being adequate relative to the mutation operators. Speci�cally, the test data will �nd
most, if not all, faults represented by the mutation operators.

Constraint-based testing uses the concepts of mutation analysis to automatically create test data. This
test data is designed speci�cally to kill the mutants of the test program. Such test data can be used to kill
mutants within a mutation system or it can be used independently as highly e�ective test cases. Moreover,
because of the mutation analysis basis, the test data is guaranteed to have such properties as containing
extremal values [29], covering all statements [7, 8] and all branches [8]. These results are presented by Acree
et al. [1].

The concept of using mutations to generate speci�c tests was also suggested by Howden [21] in his
\weak mutation" approach and by Budd [4] in his dissertation. The present work, however, represents what
is apparently the �rst general and implemented attempt to generate relative-adequate test sets.

Informally speaking, the method works as follows. In a mutation system, the tester's goal is to
create test cases that kill each mutant. Put another way, the tester attempts to select inputs that cause
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each mutant to fail. For each mutant, we say that an e�ective test case causes the mutant to fail and an
ine�ective test case does not. In these terms, a test case generator, whether it be a human tester or an
automated tool, attempts to select e�ective test cases from the total domain of inputs for a program. One
way to automatically generate test cases to kill mutants is to �lter out the ine�ective test cases. Such a
�lter may be described by mathematical constraints. In this way, generating mutation-adequate test sets is
reduced to solving algebraic problems.

3 ADEQUACY-BASED TEST CASE CONSTRAINTS

A test case �lter that generates test cases to kill mutants needs to have one simple, broad characteristic;
it must generate test data that makes a di�erence in the mutant's behavior. That is, since the
mutant is represented by a single change to the source program, the execution state of the mutant program
must di�er from that of the original program after some execution of the mutated statement. We state this
characteristic as the necessity condition:

Theorem. Given a program P and a mutant program M that is formed by changing a statement S in P ;
for a test case t to kill M , it is necessary that the state of M immediately following some execution of S be
di�erent from the state of P at the same point.

To see why, simply note that since M is syntactically equal to P except for the mutated statement S,
if the states of the two programs do not di�er after the last execution of S, they will never di�er. The state
di�erence that we wish to cause is described in terms of the same program symbols that describe mutation
operators and depends directly on those operators. We have de�ned a list of necessity conditions that a test
case must meet to kill each type of mutation de�ned in the Mothra testing system.

We use the term \necessity condition" because, although it is clear that an incorrect state is necessary,
it cannot be guaranteed to be su�cient to kill the mutant. For a test case to kill a mutant, it must create
incorrect output, in which case the �nal state of the mutant program di�ers from that of the original
program. Although deriving and �nding test cases that meet this su�ciency condition is certainly desirable,
it is impractical in practice. Completely determining the su�ciency condition implies knowing in advance
the path that a program will take, which is, of course, intractable.

The su�ciency problem has been considered by other researchers. Howden has studied it from the
mutation analysis (or acceptor) point of view in his weak mutation approach [21]. He proposed eliminating
much of the execution expense incurred during mutation analysis by comparing the states of the mutant and
original program immediately after execution of the mutated statement, rather than executing the mutant
program to completion. At this point, one of two situations can occur:

1. If the states of the two programs are the same, then the �nal states will also be the same and the
mutant will not be killed by the test case.

2. If the states are di�erent, then weak mutation cannot guarantee either that the mutant will live or die.

Howden's original proposal was that in the second case we would execute the mutant program to
completion to be certain that the test case killed the mutant. We can also take a more liberal approach
in this case by assuming that the mutant is dead. Of course this assumption will sometimes give incorrect
results (we will mark mutants dead that should not be dead), but could be close enough to have minimal
impact on the overall e�ectiveness of the test data. Since weak mutation has never been implemented or
experimented with, there is no empirical basis for interpreting weak mutation scores. We are currently
implementing a weak mutation system to answer these questions.
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Budd and Angluin [5] also discussed the su�ciency problem, using the term coincidental correctness.
In their terms, an incorrect program appears to be coincidentally correct if a test case causes the program
to have an intermediate erroneous state but the program still produces correct output. Morell [28] has
also explored this problem in discussing the extent of fault-based testing techniques. A global extent testing
technique requires that the e�ects of a program fault cause a failure in the output, or �nal program state.
A local extent testing technique only requires that the e�ects of a program fault result in an incorrect
local, or intermediate, program state. Thus, global extent techniques must solve the su�ciency problem.
Morell points out that although global extent techniques are more general and more desirable, local extent
techniques are more practical.

CBT's necessity condition is similar to Morell's creation condition and the su�ciency condition is
similar to his propagation condition [27, 28]. Whereas Morell's creation condition describes program states
in which mutants would alter the state of the program, the necessity condition describes a test case that will
cause an incorrect state in one mutant of the program. Richardson and Thompson [34] extended Morell's
ideas using a path analysis based approach. In their terms, a potential fault is a discrepancy between the
program being tested and a hypothetically correct version of the program (these are modeled as mutants
in mutation analysis). A potential fault originates if the smallest expression containing the potential fault
evaluates incorrectly. The potential fault transfers to a \super-expression" that references the erroneous
expression if the value of the \super-expression" is also incorrect. For the potential fault to be detected,
the incorrect evaluation must transfer through to cause incorrect output from the program. This technique
seems similar in intent to CBT, but di�ers in method. CBT is based explicitly on mutation and the method
for generating test cases focuses on killing mutants.

Our system currently assumes that if a test case meets the necessity condition, it will usually meet
the su�ciency condition. If not, the output ofM is identical to that of P and the mutant does not die. Since
the test case meets the necessity condition, the state of the mutant program M diverges from the original
program P at the point following the mutated statement. So the state of M �rst diverges from P , then
returns to that of P .

This divergence and subsequent convergence in the states of two programs can happen in one of
three ways. First, the test case can be weak|though it had an e�ect, it did not change the state in a way
that results in a change in the �nal output. Secondly, the program can be robust enough to recognize the
intermediate state as being erroneous and return to a correct state. Thirdly, the intermediate state that
the mutant a�ected can be irrelevant to the �nal state, in which case the constraint is derived from an
equivalent mutant. Although each of these cases is certainly possible, the �rst case seems to be rare|that
is, randomly chosen test cases exhibiting this property occur with relatively low probability. This has been
observed elsewhere [13, 30], is indirectly supported by recent theoretical results [19], and we speculate that
it is a useful working assumption in practice. The second case corresponds to a kind of fault tolerance in
the tested software; this case is interesting enough to warrant further investigation on its own merits. In the
absence of explicit fault tolerance however, such robustness is probably rare. The third, of course, provides
an opportunity to detect equivalent mutants, a di�cult problem in its own right.

3.1 Necessity Constraints

Since mutation operators represent syntactic changes, a test case that meets a necessity condition must
ensure that the syntactic change e�ected by the mutation results in a state di�erence for the program. As an
example, Figure 3 shows the function MAX with the mutants from Figure 2 and the necessity constraints
for the four mutants.

The �rst constraint in Figure 3 can be generalized to the form X 6= Y , where X and Y represent
arbitrary scalar variables. In this light, we have de�ned a necessity constraint template for each mutation
type. The templates used by Godzilla are presented in Table 1, and are taken directly from the mutation
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FORTRAN SOURCE CONSTRAINT
FUNCTION MAX (M,N)

1 MAX = M
� MAX = N M 6= N

� MAX = ABS (M) M < 0
2 IF (N .GT. M) MAX = N
� IF (N .LT. M) MAX = N (N > M ) 6= (N < M )
� IF (N .GE. M) MAX = N (N > M ) 6= (N �M )
3 RETURN

Figure 3: Constraints of Function MAX

Type Description Constraint
aar array for array replacement A(e1) 6= B(e2)
abs absolute value insertion e1 < 0

e1 > 0
e1 = 0

acr array constant replacement C 6= A(e1)
aor arithmetic operator replacement e1 � e2 6= e1 � e2

e1 � e2 6= e1
e1 � e2 6= e2
e1 � e2 6= Mod(e1; e2)

asr array for variable replacement X 6= A(e1)
car constant for array replacement A(e1) 6= C

cnr comparable array replacement A(e1) 6= B(e2)
csr constant for scalar replacement X 6= C

der DO statement end replacement e2 � e1 � 2
e2 � e1

lcr logical connector replacement e1 � e2 6= e1 � e2
ror relational operator replacement e1 � e2 6= e1 � e2
sar scalar for array replacement A(e1) 6= X

scr scalar for constant replacement C 6= X

svr scalar variable replacement X 6= Y

Table 1: Constraint Templates

operators used in Mothra [1, 25]. The symbols X and Y are used for scalar variables, A and B for array
names, e1 and e2 for arbitrary expressions, � and � for binary operations, and C for a constant.

Many of the mutation types used by Mothra cause one program symbol to be replaced by another
program symbol. The necessity constraint templates for mutation that cause replacements require that
the value of the original program symbol di�er from the value of the replaced program symbol. The �rst
constraint in Figure 3 is an example of this type of mutation operator and its constraint.

A mutation type that does not cause program symbol replacements is the abs mutation type. The abs
mutation actually involves three separate mutations applied to expressions: insertion of an absolute value
operator; insertion of a NEGABS operator, which takes the negation of the absolute value; and the insertion
of the ZPUSH operator. The ZPUSH mutant dies immediately if its argument is zero2. In order to kill these
mutants we need the expression to successively take on a negative value, a positive value, and the value zero.
The abs mutation operator is included precisely to guide the tester to follow the heuristic of testing each
expression with zero, a negative value, and a positive value.

The binary operator replacement mutations (aor, lcr, ror) are also worth mentioning. To kill one of

2ZPUSH requires test data to force all expressions to have the value of zero, a common testing heuristic.
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Type Description
crp constant replacement
dsa data statement alterations
glr goto label replacement
rsr return statement replacement
san statement analysis
sdl statement deletion
src source constant replacement
uoi unary operator insertion

Table 2: Mutation Types With No Templates

these mutants, the result of the entire mutated expression must di�er from the original expression's result.
The aor operator in particular involves four separate mutations. In its basic form, an aor mutation replaces
one arithmetic operator with another (in Table 1, � is replaced by �). The necessity constraint requires that
the values of the two expressions di�er. In the aor operator's next two versions, the expression is modi�ed
to return just the left hand side of the expression, and just the right hand side of the expression. Again,
the necessity constraint requires that the value of the original expression di�ers from that of just the right
hand side and then just the left hand side. In the aor operator's �nal version, the Mod operator returns the
remainder of e1 divided by e2.

The last mutant in Figure 3 is a relational operator mutant (ror), and is equivalent. The constraint
given, (N > M ) 6= (N � M ), can be reduced to (N = M ). A simple application of data ow analysis
shows that in this case, the variable MAX will always have the same value|proving that the mutation is
equivalent. We are currently exploring ways of combining data ow analysis with algebraic transformations
to automatically detect these types of equivalent mutants.

Several Fortran mutation types used in Mothra that are not represented in Table 1 are shown in Table
2. These mutation types represent changes that will, by de�nition, always satisfy the necessity condition. For
example, the crp mutation replaces one constant with another constant, and the obvious necessity constraint,
that the two constants have di�erent values, is independent of the test case. In fact, the Mothra system does
not generate these mutants unless the constant values di�er. Likewise, dsa mutations, src mutations, and
uoi mutations all change the value of constants and the necessity condition is automatically satis�ed. The
other mutation types, glr, rsr, san, and sdl mutations change the state of the mutant program by changing
the ow of control. Thus, they too automatically satisfy the necessity condition. Experimentation has shown
that mutants of these types are almost invariably killed by test cases generated for other mutants [30].

3.2 Predicate Constraints

Our second approximation for satisfying the su�ciency condition is to extend the necessity conditions to
cause di�erences in program predicates. Early experimentation with the necessity constraints showed the test
cases generated were relatively ine�ective at killing mutants that involved changes to predicate expressions.
For example, for one program (the TRITYP program shown in Section 5, Figure 6), over 60% of the
constraints involved predicates. While the test data generated for the constraints that did not involve
predicates killed around 90% of the mutants, the test data for the constraints that did involve predicates
only killed 65% of the mutants. Although the test cases being generated caused an immediate e�ect on the
state of the mutant program, the (boolean) result of the mutated predicate often was the same as that of
the original program. An example of this problem is shown in Figure 4, where a constant for scalar variable
replacement operator (scr) replaces the variable \I" with the constant \3". Although the test case in Figure
4 satis�es the necessity constraint I 6= 3, the result of the predicate test remains unchanged. I +K = 14
and 3 +K = 10, both of which are greater than J .
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Original statement IF (I+K .GE. J) THEN
Mutated statement IF (3+K .GE. J) THEN
Necessity constraint I 6= 3
Test case I = 7, J = 9, K = 7

Figure 4: Predicate Problem

To overcome this di�culty, we extended the necessity constraints to force mutated predicates to
have di�erent values than the corresponding predicates in the original program. The technique to ensure a
predicate di�erence is as follows. For each mutation on an expression e in the program, we construct the
mutated expression e0. From these two expressions, we construct the predicate constraint as e 6= e0. For the
example above, the predicate constraint is:

(I +K � J) 6= (3 +K � J)

The test case in Figure 4 substitutes into this predicate constraint as ((7 + 7 � 9) 6= (3 + 7 �
9)) = FALSE, not satisfying the predicate constraint. The test case that Godzilla generated to satisfy this
constraint is 7; 10; 7, in which case I +K = 14 and 3+K = 10. This made ((7 + 7 � 10) 6= (3 + 7 � 10)) =
TRUE. For the TRITYP program, the percent of mutants killed increased from 74% without predicate
constraints to 88% with predicate constraints.

The constraint-based technique is apparently robust enough to allow many other kinds of constraints
to be added. Indeed, we expect to add other type of constraints, further re�ning or adding more fault-
detection power to the test cases. For example, it may be possible to include domain testing [35] or other
path-based testing techniques as additional constraints. Moreover, we are continuing to strengthen the
necessity constraints.

The fact that the constraint-based technique is robust enough to allow constraints such as this to be
added is intriguing. We expect that other types of constraints can be added to further re�ne the constraints
or to add more fault-detection power to the test cases. For example, it may be possible to include domain
testing [35] or other path-based testing techniques as additional constraints. Moreover, we are continuing to
strengthen the necessity constraints.

4 CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION

Although mathematical constraints have been proposed by a number of researchers as a method for describing
test cases [7, 22, 23, 24, 33], many current systems work by randomly generating values until the criteria
is satis�ed [16, 18]. Finding values to satisfy constraints is a di�cult problem that arises in such diverse
areas as computability theory, operations research and arti�cial intelligence [32]. Constraint satisfaction
is known to be a good model of circuit test generation and analysis of line drawings as well as many
combinatorial problems. The constraint satisfaction algorithms in Godzilla are the naive ones. It was
therefore rather unexpected that they perform so well. Research is currently underway to develop more
sophisticated approaches and to understand from a theoretical point of view the special characteristics of
this version of the general constraint satisfaction problem. Since the sequel presents experimental results
based on these algorithms, we present brief summary of the algorithms for completeness.

Our approach employs a battery of procedures that work e�ciently and produce satisfying test cases
when the constraints have a reasonably simple form. These heuristics are briey described here; the full
procedure is presented in O�utt's dissertation [30]. These heuristics do not attempt to �nd an exact solution
to the constraint satisfaction problem. Software testing is an imperfect science and we see no reason for
satisfaction procedures to be perfect. Rather, a constraint satisfaction procedure must be e�ective and
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must never give a wrong answer|a test case that does not satisfy the constraints. Our heuristics meet this
requirement.

Since constraints can be of arbitrary complexity, the problem is clearly as di�cult as non-linear
programming [3]. In fact, constraint satisfaction is NP-complete even if the problem is restricted to three
binary-valued variables [32]. Also, each constraint satisfaction problem is reducible to resolution theorem
proving, which is exponential time in the worst case. On the other hand, there is much evidence that
improvements of many orders of magnitude are possible, both in the general case and in speci�c cases.
Fortunately, test case constraints tend to exhibit certain characteristics that allow us to, in most cases, make
simpli�cations in the problem. A case study analysis of the 3600 test case constraints generated for a group
of Fortran programs [13] has shown that the constraints are almost always linear, generally involve only a
few variables per constraint system, contain signi�cantly more constant values than variables, and contain
many more inequalities than equalities. These characteristics suggest that simple and fast procedures should
be e�ective at satisfying the types of constraints created by a test case generator.

4.1 Constraint Representation

The basic component of a constraint in Godzilla is an algebraic expression, which is composed of variables,
parentheses, and programming language operators. Expressions are taken directly from the test program
and come from right-hand sides of assignment statements, predicates within decision statements, etc. A
constraint is a pair of algebraic expressions related by one of the conditional operators f>; <; =; �; �; 6=g.
Constraints evaluate to one of the boolean values TRUE or FALSE and can be modi�ed by the negation
operator NOT (:). A clause is a list of constraints connected by the logical operators AND (

V
) and OR (

W
).

A conjunctive clause uses only the logical AND and a disjunctive clause uses only the logical OR. Godzilla
keeps all constraints in disjunctive normal form (DNF), which is a list of conjunctive clauses connected by
logical ORs.

In the following, we will refer to a constraint system as a DNF clause that represents one test case.
DNF is used for convenience during constraint generation (each conjunctive clause within a path expression
represents a unique path to a statement) and for ease of satisfaction (only one conjunctive clause needs to
be satis�ed).

4.2 Domain Reduction Constraint Satisfaction Procedure

Godzilla's domain reduction works by successively �nding values for the variables in a constraint system that
are consistent with remaining constraints. By the time we have to make arbitrary assignments of values
to variables, we have already eliminated many possible incorrect values. We view the test case constraints
as de�ning an N-dimensional space of input values, called the satisfying space. The procedure uses local
information in the constraints to �nd values for variables and then uses back-substitution to simplify the
remaining constraints. Despite the fact that many algorithms for restricted versions of the problem use some
form of domain reduction, it is known to be of limited value in general constraint satisfaction [32]. For
constraint-based testing, however, the situation is not so clear-cut; indeed, domain reduction is sometimes a
very e�ective strategy.

Initially, each variable is assigned a domain that includes all possible values for a variable of that
type. Each constraint within the system is viewed as a statement that reduces the domain of values for
the variable(s) in the constraint. Constraints of the form x < c, where x is a variable, c a constant and
< a relational operator, are used to reduce the current domain of values for x. Constraints of the form
x < y, where both x and y are variables, are used to reduce the domain of values for both x and y. This
reduction uses substitution to eliminate expressions in the constraints and also reduces the domain of values
for individual variables. When no additional simpli�cation can be done, a heuristic is employed to choose
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a value for one of the remaining variables in the constraints. The variable chosen is the variable with the
smallest current domain. The value for this variable is chosen arbitrarily from its current domain of values
and is then back-substituted into the remaining constraints. This process is repeated until all variables have
been assigned a value. By choosing a variable with a minimal current domain size, we expect to have less
chance of making a mistake by choosing a value that will cause a solvable constraint system to become
unsolvable.

Each time a variable is assigned a value, its satisfying space is reduced by one dimension. As the
number of dimensions is reduced, the constraints in the system become progressively simpler. Each variable
assignment implicitly introduces a new constraint into the system of the form (x = c), where c is a constant.
If chosen poorly, this new constraint may make the region infeasible. The basic assumption is that because
of the simple form of the test case constraints, these dimension reducing constraints will not make the region
infeasible. When they do, the infeasibility will often be easily recognized since they show up as conicting
constraints such as (x = 4 ^ x > 8).

The domain reduction procedure works well on constraints when a majority of the constraint clauses
are of the form x < c or x < y. In the test case constraints studied elsewhere [13], 58% of the clauses
were of the form x < c, and 30% of the clauses were of the form x < y. These observations were the
prime motivations for choosing the heuristics we use in the domain reduction procedure. The heuristic of
evaluating simple constraints �rst allows known values to propagate through the constraints before variables
need to be assigned arbitrarily. Moreover, by keeping track of the current domain of values for each variable,
the procedure progressively encodes (and combines) constraints in a way that eliminates values that do not
satisfy the constraints without eliminating values that do. By the time arbitrary decisions about a variable's
value are made, many values that do not satisfy the constraints have already been eliminated|leaving a
higher density of values that do satisfy them, which in turn lowers the probability for error.

Because of the heuristics used, the domain reduction procedure works e�ciently and accurately for
constraint systems that largely contain clauses with a simple form. Moreover, when it is presented with
complex constraints, the procedure may be slow and less accurate, but it does not give up.

5 EXPERIENCE WITH GODZILLA

We have implemented a system that uses CBT to generate test data for Mothra. Although the technique
is language independent, the current tool generates test cases for Fortran 77 programs. Godzilla was imple-
mented as separate tools in the programming language C on a DEC MicroVax II running the Berkeley Unix
4.3 operating system. Godzilla contains about 15,000 lines of source code and has been ported to a variety
of machines, including Vaxes, a Pyramid, an AT&T 3b2 (running system V unix), and several Sun systems.

Figure 5 highlights the major tools of Godzilla. The three major tools are the Path Analyzer, the
Constraint Generator, and the Constraint Satis�er, represented in the �gure by boxes. These tools, which are
designed as separate entities and implemented as separate programs, communicate through �les represented
by ovals. The arrows indicate the ow of data through Godzilla.

For each statement in the original program, the path analyzer uses path coverage techniques to create
a path expression constraint such that if the test case reaches that statement, the constraint will be true.
Ideally, we would like to create constraints for the inverse; if the constraint is satis�ed, the statement will
be executed. Creating these constraints, however, is intractable in general. In practical terms, however,
satisfaction of the path expression constraints will guarantee execution of the targeted statement in the
absence of back branches3. In fact, the constraints are strong enough to ensure that all statements are

3This can be easily shown by inductionon the path expressions used by Godzilla, which are based on predicate transformation
rules for generating veri�cation conditions [26].
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Figure 5: Godzilla Automatic Generator Architecture

INTEGER FUNCTION TRITYP (I,J,K)

INTEGER I,J,K TRITYP = 4
C Return value is output from the routine: ELSE
C TRITYP = 1 if triangle is scalene TRITYP = 1
C TRITYP = 2 if triangle is isosceles ENDIF
C TRITYP = 3 if triangle is equilateral RETURN
C TRITYP = 4 if not a triangle ENDIF
C After a quick con�rmation that it is a legal
C triangle, detect any sides of equal length. C Con�rm it is a legal triangle before declaring

IF (I.LE.0.OR.J.LE.0.OR.K.LE.0) THEN C it to be isosceles or equilateral.
TRITYP = 4 IF (TRITYP.GT.3) THEN
RETURN TRITYP = 3

ENDIF ELSE IF (TRITYP.EQ.1.AND.I+J.GT.K) THEN
TRITYP = 0 TRITYP = 2
IF (I.EQ.J) TRITYP = TRITYP+1 ELSE IF (TRITYP.EQ.2.AND.I+K.GT.J) THEN
IF (I.EQ.K) TRITYP = TRITYP+2 TRITYP = 2
IF (J.EQ.K) TRITYP = TRITYP+3 ELSE IF (TRITYP.EQ.3.AND.J+K.GT.I) THEN
IF (TRITYP.EQ.0) THEN TRITYP = 2

C Con�rm it is a legal triangle before declaring ELSE
C it to be scalene. TRITYP = 4

IF (I+J.LE.K.OR.J+K.LE.I.OR.I+K.LE.J) THEN ENDIF
END

Figure 6: Subroutine TRITYP

executed in the presence of back branches that have a structured form (i.e., loops) [31].

The constraint generator constructs the necessity and predicate constraints described in Section 3.
Both the path expression and necessity constraints are stored in constraint tables and passed to the con-
straint satis�er. The satis�er gets each necessity constraint in turn, �nds the corresponding statement,
conjoins that constraint with the appropriate path expression, and uses the procedure outlined in Section 4
to generate a test case to solve the conjunction. If a test case cannot be generated for some reason (usually
because the satis�er failed), the information about the failure can be supplied to the tester. The failure
information includes the constraints themselves, whether the constraint system was detectably unsolvable,
and the parameters used by the satis�er.

A program that has been widely studied in the literature is the triangle classi�cation program TRI-

TYP [1, 9, 12, 33]. The Fortran version of TRITYP in Figure 6 accepts three integers that represent the
relative lengths of the sides of a triangle. The result is either a 1, 2, 3, or 4, indicating that the input triangle
is equilateral, isosceles, scalene or illegal, respectively. One important measurement of test data adequacy is
the mutation score. For a program P and set of test data T , the number of mutants is M , the number of
dead mutants is D, and the number of equivalent mutants is E. The mutation score is de�ned to be:
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Size TCs M D E MS Time

BUBBLE 10 32 339 304 35 1.00 0:22
DAYS 28 419 3016 2624 139 .95 7:02
FIND 28 58 1029 953 75 .99 2:27
GCD 55 325 5063 4747 298 .99 14:24
TRITYP 27 420 970 862 107 .99 10:53

Table 3: Test Case Adequacy Results

MS(P; T ) �
D

(M � E)
:

The TRITYP program in Figure 6 has 27 executable statements, 10 di�erent branches, and 10
distinct feasible execution paths4. The Mothra system creates 970 mutants of TRITYP, 110 of which
are equivalent. In an experiment reported elsewhere [13], Godzilla created 420 test cases for TRITYP
that killed 862 mutants, yielding a mutation score of .99. These results, along with those from four other
programs, are shown in Table 3. The Size column gives the number of executable lines of code, TCs gives
the number of test cases generated, M, D, E, and MS give the total number of mutants, dead mutants,
equivalent mutants, and the mutation score. The Time column is the time to generate the test cases in
wall-clock minutes and seconds.

Practical experience has shown that it is extremely di�cult and time-consuming to manually create
test data that scores above 95 percent on a mutation system. We spent approximately 30 hours constructing
45 test cases to kill the mutants for TRITYP. Godzilla, on the other hand, created path expressions,
necessity constraints and predicate constraints, solved the constraints to generate test cases, and used Mothra
to execute and kill 99% of TRITYP's mutants within about half an hour of wall-clock time on a DEC
MicroVax II. This was all done automatically. Given those results, only a few minutes were needed to
manually �nd test cases to kill TRITYP's remaining eight mutants.

We have repeated this experiment for dozens of unit and module-level FORTRAN subprograms of up
to a few hundred lines. The test data that Godzilla generated for these programs had an average mutation
score of .97, with very little deviation. In fact, none of the program's test data had a mutation score of less
than .90. The wall-clock execution time for generating these test data sets (on an unloaded Sun 3/50) varied
from 22 seconds for the smaller subroutines to around 20 minutes for subprograms of 100 to 200 lines. Thus,
by any measure, a constraint-based test data generator can yield a signi�cant savings in time, e�ort, and
expense for generating quality test data for unit testing.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Although mutation analysis has repeatedly been demonstrated to be an e�ective method for testing software
[15, 17], one shortcoming of the technique has always been that it does not, by itself, generate test data.
In this paper, we have presented an automatic test data generation technique that solves this problem in a
truly general way. By generating test data speci�cally to kill mutant programs, we get test data with the
same quality as data generated interactively but with none of the pain and expense of that interaction.

Adequacy has long been promising as a theoretical basis for testing software. The fact that our �rst
attempt to implement a system to produce mutation-adequate test data has yielded a tool that is so successful
is exciting. The development of this technology is still in its infancy, yet it already seems to provide better

4There are actually 121 distinct paths through TRITYP's control ow graph, but because of the structure of the program,
only 10 paths are feasible.
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test data than other testing techniques. This is not because it is revolutionary, but because it is evolutionary.
Constraint-based testing incorporates other testing techniques directly. Because of the mutation analysis
basis of CBT, the test data generated includes the fault detection capabilities of such testing methods as
branch coverage, predicate domain analysis and extremal values testing. The experiments that have been
performed with Godzilla encourage us that CBT will create high quality test cases that score well on the
mutation system.

Using constraints to develop test data allows us to combine path coverage techniques and symbolic
execution with mutation analysis. Moreover, the way we de�ne the necessity constraints gives us the ability
to detect arbitrary kinds of faults|the necessity constraints are formed by a table-driven system that can
easily be modi�ed and extended to test for additional faults. It is our belief that constraints capture a deep
and essential property of programs. As data ow analysis and symbolic execution have uses beyond test
data generation, we anticipate other uses for constraints. For example, we are currently developing methods
to use constraints to detect equivalent mutants and to analyze software speci�cations.

The theoretical aspects of software testing summarized in the introduction of this paper are both
daunting and exciting. Daunting, because we know we can never demonstrate correctness of a program
through software testing. Yet, also exciting, because we can expect to continue to �nd and develop new and
better techniques for testing computer programs. For example, CBT only approximates relative adequacy,
still leaving some work for the tester, so we will continue to improve the technique to try to reduce the
tester's work. One extension we are currently adding is an expression constraint, similar to the predicate
constraint, that forces entire expressions to have an incorrect value.

As stated in the introduction, our ultimate goal is to completely automate the software testing process.
This work represents a way of automating the generation of test data that approximates relative adequacy|
an important step towards this goal.
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